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’05 editions should arrive by January

A

fter a delay of over a year, juniors and
seniors will finally get their hands on
the long-awaited St. Louis U. High 2004
Dauphin yearbook by the end of September.
Over the summer, yearbook moderator Tim Rittenhouse worked closely with
SLUH’s representative from Herff-Jones,
the yearbook publishing company. Rittenhouse will apply the finishing touches to the
remaining pages this week.
Rittenhouse said, “Everything from
the book has been created … but there are
about 40 pages that need to be finalized.”
Finalizing consists of editing content and

grammar mistakes on the selected pages.
Rittenhouse said that, according to
the Herff-Jones agent, the books should be
shipped and ready for distribution two weeks
after Rittenhouse submits the final pages.
The distribution aspect of the yearbook
may be slightly tricky this year because not
only must he track down the freshly-departed
class of 2005, but also the yearbook’s senior
class of 2004. Although Rittenhouse has not
yet decided how exactly to work this process
out, he would like to mail each student a
note that the books are ready to be picked
up. Rittenhouse clarified, “We’re not mailing
(the yearbooks) to (the graduated students) or
anything. They’ll come here and pick them
up.”

After the 2004 book has been completed,
Rittenhouse will proceed to finish the 2005
book, which he plans to have finished and
in the hands of students by mid-January.
Some students from the class of 2005
that helped Rittenhouse throughout the
school year helped him as their senior year
was winding down, even into June.
Rittenhouse said of the ’05 book, “We’re
in the assembly and design phases. Now that
I know what it takes to do the ’04 … I can
better assess when I can have the ’05 book
(completed).”
Rittenhouse plans to have all submissions for the book in by Christmas. At that
point, he will set a date for the printing of

Dauphin Players and Circus Club.
“(The naming) is an affirmation of everything that I have tried to do here, and it’s an
affirmation of the faculty,” said Schulte. “It
is not something you try to get as a teacher;
it’s something that just happens.”
The evening event will be attended by
approximately three hundred people, including current SLUH faculty, former students
who were involved with the theater program,
and benefactors of the school. The dedication
will begin with a Mass in the SLUH chapel,
followed by a reception and the dedication
ceremony in the Danis Lobby and gym,
where a plaque commemorating Schulte
will be unveiled followed by a few words of
thanks for the faculty. Then, the festivities
will proceed to the theater for a performance
involving performers from SLUH, both past
and present, produced by Schulte.
“The theme of the evening is ‘The
Tradition Goes On,’” said Schulte. “So, we
will take a look at where some of the alumni
are who are choosing theater and other fine

to New Orleans

see YEARBOOK, 13

Theater to be dedicated to Schulte SLUH reaches out
Drew Burkemper
Reporter

T

he St. Louis U. High theater will be
named the Joseph Schulte Theater on
Saturday, Sept. 17, 2005 after the longtime SLUH teacher and lover of the performing arts.
“The dedication is actually in honor of
all the faculty at SLUH, and the quality of
work that they do here,” said Vice President
for Advancement Thom Digman. “We chose
Mr. Schulte because he symbolizes what
we see at SLUH, especially in the theater
program. There is no other name people
associate more with the theater than ‘Joe
Schulte.’”
Schulte, ’54, has been involved in the
SLUH theater program since his college days
as an assistant with the theater department.
After college, Schulte began his teaching
career at SLUH. He has been a member of
the faculty for forty-eight years, and during
that time, he has directed and been involved
in numerous theater productions with the

see SCHULTE, 17

Tim Huether
Editor in Chief

S

t. Louis U. High has worked to help
victims of Hurricane Katrina through
the Jesuit Secondary Education Association (JSEA) during the last week and a
half, specifically by receiving four students, senior Karl Feigley, juniors Kyle
Lutkewitte and Jon Picou, and sophomore Anthony Mantese, from Jesuit High
School in New Orleans.
The community has also responded by
organizing a Mass to pray for the victims,
beginning charity drives, hanging a Jesuit
High school bulletin board, and even housing some college students who transferred
to St. Louis University from New Orleans
universities.
While SLUH initially told JSEA it could
accommodate as many as 35 or 40 students
from Jesuit, it now appears that not nearly

see NEW ORLEANS, 14
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Summer brings network updates, more computers
Kyle Kloster
Photography Editor

S

t. Louis U. High sports new cybergoodies this year, ranging from more
Smart Boards to a vastly improved computer network.
Systems manager Jon Dickmann, new
computer consultant John Haefele, and
summer-employed Zach Kettler undertook
multiple summer projects, beginning with the
organization of SLUH’s network. According
to Dickmann, Kettler replaced approximately
70 percent of the network’s hardware and reconfigured 70 percent of the network cables.
They also organized the network closet in
the second floor copier room.
Dickmann and Haefele installed six new
Smart Boards, bringing SLUH to a total of
26 Smart Board-ready rooms and 19 rooms
equipped with just the projector and sound
system portion.
The two techies extended SLUH’s wireless network service, so now wireless access
reaches to nearly every point in the school
buildings, save a small portion of the library

and fine arts wing.
SLUH also purchased 140 new computers, of which 30 went to faculty; the other
110 went to student usage. Three new laptop
carts each claim 25 of the new machines, and
the two old carts got a five computer boost,
giving the school five laptop carts with 25
laptops each.
According to Dickmann, some of the
110 student computers replaced about half
of the writing lab computers, and the rest
settled elsewhere in the school awaiting the
hands of a needy SLUH student.
Six new printers accompany those 140
computers.
The servers, where students’ desktop
information and any downloaded data reside,
relocated to a more secure room—one with
better backup power and more reliable air
conditioning.
The digital duo also set up a picture
server for any clubs that use photography to
use as photo archives. The server will serve
as a communal place for the yearbook, the
Prep News, the advancement office, and any
clubs or teams that want to store pictures and

Activities Fair

photo by cliff leek

Last Friday’s annual activities fair, sponsored by STUCO, played host to over forty student groups searching
for new members. Among these were four new groups, two of which were the Film Fanatics and the Washers
Club. Some of the other clubs included the Shakespeare Club, the very popular Eating Club, and the Prep
News. Clubs attracted new members by throwing candy into the crowd, shouting at the students who walked
by, and sometimes chasing students around the upper field.
— Compiled by William Hussung

search for pictures to use.
Haefele also announced that student
e-mail accounts have been re-enabled. The
student accounts are free and accessible
anywhere in the world from the internet
at student.sluh.org/webmail. A student’s

see TECHNO, 16

School’s in for
summer: new
credit options
Braden Piper
Reporter

A

s in previous summers, students from
all grades earned credit this past
summer towards the current school year.
Many incoming freshman took computer
fundamentals or health, while some sophomores and juniors completed the first semester of their respective theology class.
Other classes, such as cycling, kickboxing, and the senior Literature of Men and
Women class were not offered because of
a lack of interest. For the first time, students who traveled to Russia received
summer credit for their trip. However, this
summer, SLUH offered an all-new razzledazzle rock climbing course for students
wanting to fulfill a physical education requirement.
The course was taught by math teacher
Dan See, who steered the course towards
three central goals: to climb a lot, to work
on face climbing technique (climbing on a
flat wall), and to work on crack climbing
technique.
The nine-day course required a minimum of thirty hours of participation. Students learned proper tying, belaying, and
safety methods, worked in pairs, with one
student climbing and the other belaying,
worked individually with See to improve
their technique, and took a three-mile hike
during a “rest” day. All of the climbing was
done at Upper Limits Rock Gym.
Mr. See approved of the students’ work,
stating, “I saw a lot of improvement in all of
the students’ technique and safety.”
Summer courses will continue during
future summers, and if you are interested
in taking a class, consult your guidance
counselor.
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Winker, ’06, encourages individual appreciation of the Mass
To the editor:
As you walk down the halls this morning to go to the gym after
dropping off your books at third period, I encourage you not to drag
your feet because you are about to attend Mass. The Celebration
of the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass is not to be dreaded. In fact, the
Mass is supposed to be exciting.
There are so many totally awesome things going on during
the Mass that if we really knew what was happening at Mass you
would not be able to keep us out of church. Morning Mass would
be packed like a can of sardines. Father would have a heart attack
at the sight of the people who cannot wait to witness the miracles
about to happen and the grace about to be received.
Even if there is no music and a horribly boring homily that
puts you to sleep in seconds, the Mass is still the most exciting
thing that you could ever be a part of in this life. I am talking about
transubstantiation, angels singing at the top of their voices “Glory
to God in the highest and peace to His people on Earth,” forgiveness
of venial sins, and the Word of God brought to us in the readings.
It is said that during the Mass we witness heaven on earth,
literally. Christ is present in more ways than just in our heart or in

our songs. Christ is present in the Eucharist and in the Word read to
us, hopefully, with such passion that it becomes real to us. Through
the Mass we are reminded of our baptism, we are forgiven of our
non-mortal sins, and our souls are nourished by the Bread of Life,
Jesus Christ present in the Eucharist. We join the entire Church
community, in heaven and on earth, in celebrating the sacrifice of
Christ on the cross that has set us free. We become one with each
other and whole world Church in Christ through the Eucharist and
our communion of prayer and song. We are brought together not
just as the SLUH family but also with the Church, living and dead,
heaven, purgatory, and earth.
I invite you to join the choir of angels in heaven as they sing
“Holy, Holy, Holy” proclaiming God’s immeasurable glory. As the
Mass begins, be more than just physically there but be there totally
and completely. Be a full, active, conscious participant, and I promise,
as God has promised, that it will be a fruitful experience. The Mass
should not be an obligation but rather an opportunity. The Mass is
simply “freakin’ sweet.”
Thaddeus Winker ’06

over the break: teacher summers

Coldren studies African American Lit at George Mason
Tony Meyer
Reporter

E

nglish teacher Patricia Coldren attended a class over the summer at George
Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia entitled: “Slavery, Literacy, and Freedom”
in order to learn more about her passion,
African American literature.
        The students in the four-week class
were high school English and social studies
teachers who, like Coldren, wanted to learn
more about African American literature. The
National Endowment for the Humanities
(NEH) sponsored the seminar and granted
each of the 24 students $3,000 to pay for
their expenses.
        The NEH selected Coldren to participate from a well-qualified and diverse pool
of applicants. Close to an even number of
African American and Caucasian teachers
attended the class. Of the 24 chosen, three
taught at Jesuit high schools.
        Coldren’s motivation for applying
for the class sprung from a “need to know
more” about the wealth of African American
literature that she claims to have discovered
“too late.” Her knowledge gained from the
class will mainly help her to better teach the

African American Voices class she currently
teaches to seniors.
        During the mornings at George Mason,
four professors from universities such as
Duke and the University of Pennsylvania
lectured on subjects ranging from slave
narratives to the Harlem Renaissance. Each
professor taught his or her specialty for a
week.
In the afternoons, professors from
George Mason lent their expertise to the
discussions. The class read literature ranging
from poetry to historical documents.
        Coldren plans to incorporate her new
knowledge by including poems by Paul
Lawrence Dunbar in her sophomore classes.
She also learned of what she called “the
DNA of African American Literature,” its
historical background. Coldren said the class
focused on the “theory of African American
literature” more than specific works.
Coldren lived in a dorm on George
Mason’s campus. According to Coldren,
dorm life was one of her best experiences.
“Living with people of a different race really opens your eyes to see the similarities
in people, as well as common problems.
I learned as much in the dorm from other
teachers as I did in the classroom.”

        During the four-week period, the class
visited Frederick Douglass’s home; U Street,
a neighborhood similar to New York’s Harlem in terms of African American culture;
and a plantation that formerly held slaves. A
woman who sang African American sorrow
songs during one of the class dinners not
only impressed Coldren with her musical
elegance, but deeply moved her.
        Coldren realized the tremendous freedom SLUH has given her to introduce new
literature into English courses. “The process
at public schools,” Coldren learned, “is
much harder.”
Overall, Coldren was grateful for taking
the NEH class, which increased her ability
to teach African American literature as well
as appreciate it.

Fr. Sheridan will be hosting his last family Mass at
SLUH in the gym on Sunday, Sept. 11 at 9:30 a.m.
He invites the entire SLUH
community to share in his
final mass.
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Summer Trips
Russia: 20 days, 11 students, 1 pool fire
Tim Huether
Editor in Chief

to St. Petersburg Physical/Technical School
for classes from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
The three 45-minute classes for the
SLUH students included daily lessons on
Russian literature, culture, and folk music,
reading and translating texts, and work on
Russian conversational skills. In addition,
students received roughly an hour of homework each night.
Often following the school day, after a
quick lunch in a square between the school
and the closest Metro station, Russian teacher
Robert Chura would lead the students on
an excursion to a location of interest in or
around St. Petersburg.
This year, the incentive for students to
do well in class rested not only in their desire
to learn Russian. For the first time, the Banyabills were graded on their performance in
class, on homework, and on completion of a
self-navigated course through St. Petersburg,
receiving .2 units of foreign language credit

upon completion.
On the Cossackbills’ first full day in
Russia, Thursday, June 16, Chura helped accustom students to using the extensive Metro
system and talked them through potential
familial circumstances.
The next day, the Tsarbills made possibly their most memorable excursion in St.
Petersburg. A thirty minute boat trip through
the Gulf of Finland took the Jr. Bills to
Peterhof, Peter the Great’s summer palace,
a world of beautiful gold-plated fountains.
During the two weekends in St. Petersburg, many host families took their SLUH
students to their dacha, or country house.
Because most Russians live in apartments in
the city with little daily exposure to nature,
many invest in dachas, which provide an
escape from pollution, cramped quarters, and
the monotony of human civilization. At the
dachas, students swam, fished, biked, and

was also impressed by the hospitality of the
numerous Spanish street vendors, lauding
them as “extremely giving and welcoming.”
en St. Louis U. High students, along Speaking in a foreign tongue, the travelers set
with Spanish teachers Charlie Mer- on to explore El Alcazar, a Hapsburg castle
riott and Greg Bantle, departed St. Louis atop Segovia.
Greg Bantle’s grueling power-walking
on May 29 to begin their first two weeks
pace
led the group back through Madrid, and
of summer in Spain. The group arrived
on to Toledo. The magin Madrid eight hours
nificent city of Toledo
later, eager to explore
came alive as the group
what Spain has to offer.
lit up the cobblestone
After barely getting acstreets of the city plaza,
quainted with Spanish
attracting dozens of
culture in Madrid, the
local fans with endless
group promptly travmatches of Ultimate
eled by train to the hill
Frisbee.
town of Segovia.
In Toledo, the
It was in Segovia
relaxed
pace of Spanthat the Spain-tripping
ish
life
provided time
truly began as SLUH’s
The group gathers in front of beach in Nerja.
to
soak
in
the beautiful
dozen stormed the city,
architecture
of
both
the
Romans
and Moors.
greeting Spaniards of all ages. Graduated
From
Toledo,
the
pack
took
the
AVE bullet
senior Mike Deelo and current seniors Steve
train
to
Sevilla,
where
the
highlight
of the
Beck, Mark Thies, and Andrew Guenther
city
was
a
bullfight.
Having
seen
enough
fondly remember their friend, Chima, who
stopped to relax with the group near the old gore, the group bused to Nerja, a beach on
Roman aqueducts of Segovia. Guenther the Mediterranean coast, to relax.

Nerja was the group’s favorite spot, with
the extremely competitive Bantle leading
numerous sand volleyball games. In the
three days in Nerja, students woke up to fry
under the sun, enjoying great scenery with
a sea ahead, and a mountain range at their
back. Nerja proved to be a place of many
cultures, leading the students to cross paths
with Irish, British, and Norwegians.
The group ended their trip with two
nights in Madrid, catching a glimpse of the
Spanish night life in the dance clubs. On the
last day, the dozen visited the famous Prado
art museum. All of the students agreed that
Spain had been the trip of a lifetime and

T

he land of Stalin, Peter the Great, and
t.A.T.u. received eleven Sputnikbills
over the summer, as the annual Russian
trip spent three weeks in the cities of St.
Petersburg and Moscow.
While there, the Jr. Bills, all current seniors,
stayed with different Russian families for
total immersion in Russian culture. The
Whitenightsbills left St. Louis on Tuesday,
June 14, beginning a 17-hour journey to
St. Petersburg, with stops in Chicago and
Frankfurt, Germany. The eleven arrived in
St. Petersburg around 4 p.m. on Wednesday,
June 15.
The students spent the first two and a half
weeks in St. Petersburg, where they stayed
with their host families. On weekdays, the
Summerschoolbills woke up around 8 a.m.,
ate breakfast with their families, and, accompanied by their student hosts, made their way

see BACK TO THE USSR, 15

Spain: 14 days, 10 students, 1 bullfight
Steve Beck and Andrew Guenther
Reporters

T

Attention Latin Students:
The first meeting of the 2005-2006 Latin
Club will be held on Mon., Sept. 12, during Activity Period in M216. Nomination
of officers will take place. Elections will
be held on Sept. 15 in the cafeteria.

Sports



Soccerbills go 2-0-1; win thriller over DeSmet

September 9, 2005
Tim Malecek
Core Staff

T

he St. Louis U. High varsity soccer
team started off their season this week,
posting a 2-0-1 record with wins against
Gibault and DeSmet and a tie against the
Jeff City Jays.
The Jr. Bill squad traveled to the East
Side last Friday evening to play a very
physical Gibault squad. The game turned
ugly early, as the two teams earned four
total yellow cards in the first half alone. A
brief scrum with Malcolm DeBaun left one
Gibault player with a bruise in addition to
a complimentary yellow card for each of
them.
The new 4-2-4 formation provided the
added pressure the team was looking for,
but all their early attempts were cleared or
snatched by the Gibault keeper.
“The idea would be to score, but more
important is the energy and emphasis to
get the goal and put the other team on their
heels … The idea is it’s the attitude of play-

Harriers
Michael Jonagan
Reporter

T

take

he already agonizingly dry, cracked
earth writhed under the cruel footfalls
of hundreds of runners last Friday afternoon in the First Capitol Invitational, often one of the most exciting, if not most
chaotic, meets of the year.
At 4:30 p.m., the SLUH varsity cross
country team met the first of this season’s
many challenges with surpassing vim and
vigor, especially considering the crop-withering heat. Although some members of the
two teams of seven that SLUH fielded in the
varsity competition might tell you that they
were not satisfied with their races, there was
certainly no paucity of outstanding races.
Displaying leadership that has become as
natural as eating and sleeping, Ben MurphyBaum and Drew Kaiser led the team with
times of 16:32 and 17:07, respectively.
Showing a total disregard for the odd
brand of hierarchy that can develop on a
high school cross country team, freshman
Cliff David awed coaches and runners alike
with an unprecedented 17:19 and third-place
(though unfortunately unscored) finish for

ing. Forcing yourself to get the goal is just jelly from a giant jelly volcano,” Schranck
as important as getting the goal,” explained thoroughly explained.
“We just need to get that goal because it
assistant coach Charlie Clark.
With only minutes to go in the first half, makes everything easier. We’re undefeated in
the last three years when
the Jr. Bills notched their
we score first. That’s a
first goal of the season on
good omen for us if we
a decidedly lucky shot.
score first,” commented
A monster boot from
head coach Charlie Marsenior keeper Dave Steitz
tel. The omen would
landed on the head of
prove true.
an unsuspecting Gibault
The Jr. Bills
Hawk chasing after the
coasted into an easy 5-0
streaking Chris Schranck.
victory, after goals by
The ball bounced away
junior Matt Leinauer,
from both the defender
another by Schrank, a
and the goalie who was
header by Brian Odem,
emerging from his box
and a penalty kick by
towards Schranck. The
sophomore Erik Carspeedy Schranck arrived
retero.
just barely before the
Perhaps the most
goalie and chipped the
Sophomore Eric Carretero (25) heads the
ball away from an opponent.
inexperienced area of
ball over his head.
The bench breathed a sigh of relief with the team, the defense, proved their worth
on Friday evening in the DeSmet game.
the season’s first milestone accomplished.
“After that, the goals were flowing like
see SOCCEM, 12
PHOTO BY KYLE KLOSTER

third

at

the team.
A first-year runner, junior Dan Viox,
harried David in miles one and two, running
a strong 17:36. Breathing down Viox’s neck
figuratively but probably also literally was
fellow junior Nathan Banet at 17:37. Banet’s
two years of consistently solid racing will
play enormously to his benefit as he races
in the varsity blue for SLUH this year.
Following Banet, in perhaps one of the
greatest individual wins of the day, was the
pugnacious senior David Rhoads. Running
from times over twenty minutes in his freshman year to top JV last year, this runner is the
student of perseverance and is living proof
that the tortoise will always beat the hare.
Rhoads said of his first race as a member
of SLUH’s top seven, “The race is much
faster … people are much harder to pass.”
Excited about his performance Friday,
Rhoads looks with hope to Saturday’s meet
in Columbia, and says he is “ready to run
with the (team) leaders.”
Rounding out the top seven was junior
Matt Lawder, who ran an impressive 17:50,
given the fact that he has been dealing with
considerable fatigue.

First

Capitol

Also to be given due credit for finishing
in less than ideal conditions was anyone who
ran in the JV race that day, as it was perhaps
as organized as a cattle stampede … at night.
Fighting through the chaos to second place
overall and an 18:27 was senior captain
Shane Mulligan, who took very seriously
the invitation to start the season off well.
On a day of firsts for the likes of Rhoads,
Viox, and David, first year coach Joe Porter
could feel right at home in witnessing his first
SLUH varsity meet (in his native St. Charles
no less). Porter expressed satisfaction that
“guys with little experience knew when to
go and were able to race well.”
Especially of interest to the former
DeSmet and SLUH harrier was freshman
John Clohissy, who ran an extremely quick
freshman time of 19:01.
“He’s someone you’ll have to watch in
the future” prophesied Porter.
Speaking of prophesy, it seems to be in
the cards that the Jr. Bills will be racing this
Saturday at the A.L. Gustin golf course in
Columbia, Missouri, and for anybody who
can make it, the varsity gun will go off at
11:15 a.m. Zoysia grass will be torn.
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Polobills pound Lafayette, 16-7, improve to 2-0
Greg Mantych
Reporter

T

he SLUH water polo team had another
reason to celebrate last Friday as they
defeated Lafayette 16-7. With two comfortable wins in the first two games of the
season, the Polobills are already trekking
to a state title.
In their usual style, the Jr. Bills got the
game in their favor early as they bombarded
the Lafayette goalie. With goals from Mark
Abram, who had a total of five in the game,
and junior Jake Roeckle, who had three and
a game-leading four assists, SLUH took an
early 6-2 lead.
Of the seven goals which SLUH allowed
in the game, six came from Zach Levko, who
clearly carried the Lancers’ score.

“He is a really good player,” commented
Abram, “but if we can learn to shut down
dominant players like him, we can win games
more easily.”
Although SLUH set the bar high with
six goals to start the game, they managed
only two from their offense in the rest of the
first half. However, their lead going into the
second half was still ample, at 8-3.
“We have been doing well with our
counterattacks and defense,” remarked Jon
Dombek, “but I think our set offense could
use a little more work.”
However, not to be discouraged, the Jr.
Bills shot out of the second half with their
accustomed vivacity and racked up six more
goals in the period. With Dombek and Ben
Favier contributing to the score as well as

Roeckle and fellow junior Jim Heafner, the
Speedobills produced a period reminiscent
of the first quarter, going up six more goals
on the Lancers while allowing only two to
end the third period ahead, 14-5.
With junior Jason Appelbaum relieving goalie Tony Kruse, SLUH continued
to persevere throughout the fourth quarter,
only allowing two goals. However, not to be
outscored in any period, the Polobills added
two more goals to their total, finishing the
game on top, 16-7.
Beginning tonight at 6 o’clock and all
day through Saturday, SLUH will play in
the annual Parkway South tournament. The
tournament, which they won last year, is
played with Parkway South, Marquette, and
Lafayette. All are encouraged to come out
to Parkway South to watch the action.

touchdown to close the first quarter with
SLUH up 21-0.
The second quarter wasn’t as explosive
offensively, but on the defensive side of the
ball Hunt pulled down an interception with
8:48 left in the half, and junior defensive
end Tyler Caldwell recorded a sack with 13
seconds left in the half. The Footbills entered
the locker room still up 21-0.
SLUH received the ball in the beginning
of the second half. On the opening drive, the
left side of the line opened a huge hole, and
fullback Jim Sansone exploded through it
for a 52-yard run, but the offense could not
score on the drive.
On the ensuing possession, Parkway
South finally punched through the Jr. Bill
defense for a touchdown with 2:40 remaining
in the third quarter, but the defense blocked
the extra point attempt, and the third quarter
ended with the Jr. Bills up 21-6.
The Kornfeldbills scored a fourth
touchdown on a well-executed play by the
offense. SLUH loaded the right side of the
line, causing the defense to shift. Chaney
handed to Simmons, who took it 65 yards
for the score. Wheeler punched in his fourth
extra point to make it 28-6.
The Tychobills displayed more stellar
defense when Caldwell forced a fumble that
was recovered by senior linebacker Chris
Hoffman.
Parkway South scored again on an 89-

yard touchdown pass with ten seconds left,
but they failed to complete a pass for the
two-point conversion. The final score was
SLUH 28, Parkway South 12.
Leading the Jr. Bills to victory was
Simmons, who rushed for 165 yards on 14
carries with a TD. For his part, Chaney had
62 yards and two TDs on 8 carries behind
the offensive line, who played exceptionally
well.
Hunt led the defense with 12 tackles,
one interception, and a fumble recovery for
a touchdown; Cole was right behind him
with 12 tackles and a fumble recovery. The
secondary held the opposing quarterback to
just 2-for-15 passing with an interception.
Meanwhile, Wheeler put together a strong
kicking performance, kicking into the end
zone for a touchback on all five of his kickoffs; he also went 4-4 on his PAT’s.
Head coach Gary Kornfeld said, “The
team played very well. … Any time you can
get up early, it’s a good thing.”
As for the team’s weaknesses in game
one, Kornfeld said that the defense “had
trouble stopping (Parkway South) through
the middle,” but added “there’s usually a big
improvement from game one to game two
… (and) we’re playing a stronger team this
week.”
The Footbills play tonight, capping off
Freshman Fun Day at 7:00 p.m. in front of
a rowdy crowd of blue Jr. Bills.

Footbills top P. South 28-12 in opener
Tim Glaser
Reporter

P

owered by three touchdowns in the
first eight minutes of the game, the
Footbills opened their season last Thursday with a 28-12 victory Parkway South.
After the Jr. Bills elected to kick off at
the beginning of the game to test their skills
on defense, free safety Eric Hunt recovered a
fumble and took it 29 yards to the end zone.
Junior kicker/punter Max Wheeler added
the PAT to give them a 7-0 lead in the first
minute of the game.
Parkway South inched their way down
the field on their next drive, but the Jr. Bills
stopped them in the red zone, and the Patriots
missed a field goal.
The Footbills then took their turn on
offense. On their first offensive play from
scrimmage, quarterback Paul Chaney lined
up in the shotgun and handed off to halfback
Stephen Simmons, who carried the pigskin
56 yards. Two plays later, Chaney scored on
a quarterback draw. Wheeler booted in the
extra point as the team went up 14-0.
The Jr. Bills’ defense dominated the
Patriots on the next drive by forcing a fumble
on their 20-yard line, recovered by outside
linebacker Isaiah Cole.
On the ensuing possession, Chaney
doubled back on another draw and darted
around Parkway South’s defense for another
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Sinclair ’01 misses NFL play by one cut
Andrew Schroeder
Sports Editor

O

nly one Jr. Billiken football star has
made it into the NFL in the history
of St. Louis U. High. Last week, Matt Sinclair ’01, almost became the second. He
came one cut away from making it to the
big time with the Baltimore Ravens. Although he was let go, Sinclair has cleared
waivers and may be picked up by another
team within the next few weeks.
After graduating from the University of
Illinois last spring with a degree in speech
communication, Sinclair got ready for the
NFL draft.
“It looked like (the Ravens) were going
to draft me,” said Sinclair, “but they got a
quarterback instead.”
Although Sinclair was not drafted, he
decided to go to Baltimore to try out for the
team. He trained for 10 weeks in Chicago
and went to the team’s mini-camps after
the draft. He also went back to Illinois and
trained with the strength coach there.
“I figured if I could make (the Ravens),
I could make any team out there,” Sinclair
said. “I wanted to play with the best.”
With the likes of Ray Lewis and Deion
Sanders playing defense for the Ravens,
Sinclair was definitely practicing alongside
some of the best.
“I was star-struck at first. A guy like Ray
Lewis will probably go down in history as
one of the greatest linebackers. But after a
few days, I started joking around with them
like they were my college buddies. They put
their pants on the same way I do,” Sinclair
said.
During tryouts, the Ravens ran two
practices a day every other day. The whole
team practiced in the morning, but only the
special teams practiced in the afternoon.
For the first cut, the Ravens let 18 players
go. Sinclair was one of only three undrafted
players left after the first cut. His chances for
making the team were looking pretty good,
but last Saturday, the Ravens notified him
that he had been cut.
“It came down to a numbers thing,”
Sinclair said.
The Ravens only had two spots left on
the active roster, and they ended up taking
a safety and a longsnapper. The Ravens did

say that they are going to send Sinclair to
play in the NFL Europe next spring.
However, Sinclair is by no means out of
luck for this season. He is back in Champaign
working out because the Cincinnati Bengals,
Philadelphia Eagles, San Francisco 49ers,
and the St. Louis Rams are still interested
in possibly picking him up for their practice
squads. From there, he could be activated
onto the roster and be eligible to play in
games if he performs well enough. Sinclair’s
agent said that he could be picked up as soon
as next week.
In the meantime, Sinclair is learning the
real estate business as a sort of back up plan,
and for a little income.
In his time at SLUH, “(Sinclair) was
what we would call a strong side (line)backer.
He was the kid who would fill the hole. The
defense was set up such that he would basically take on a tackle or take on a guard and
the other (linebacker) would come and clean
up whatever was left. But Matthew was so
good that he would make the play himself,”
defensive coordinator Mark Tychonievich
said.
Sinclair played linebacker as well as
tight end for the Jr. Bills in each of the ’97
through ’00 seasons. In addition, “He was a
three-year starter here,” said Athletic Director
Dick Wehner.
However in 1998, his sophomore year,
Sinclair injured his knee at O’Fallon in the
second game of the year. He had to sit out
for the remainder of the year, “but (he) came
back his junior year and hit everything that
moved,” head coach Gary Kornfeld said.“He
overcame (the knee injury) and never had a
problem at all.”
Sinclair’s junior season was a special
one. He was able to play with and become
friends with Kornfeld’s son, Mark Kornfeld,
the Jr. Bills’ quarterback at the time, who went
on to play at the University of Illinois.
“Mark liked tossing the ball to (Sinclair).
You know you had a guy that was going to
catch the ball, a tough guy. They had a lot
of fun here at the U. High, playing together
in the ’99 season, because Mark graduated
in 2000. That was the year we went to the
semifinals of state and lost to Mehlville. That
was a special team,” Kornfeld recalled.
“Playing in the state final four was one
of my favorite games at SLUH,” Sinclair

said.
Tychonievich also remembered that
game. “(Sinclair) made a lot of stops when
we really needed it. They weren’t going to
hurt us on the inside. But they got to us with
a couple of passes and outside runs.”
After his junior season, Sinclair was
named second team all-metro. He recorded
26 receptions for 540 yards, two touchdowns
at tight end, and 53 tackles with 16 assists
as a linebacker throughout the ’99 season to
help him win the award.
Building upon his stellar junior year,
Sinclair racked up 22 receptions for 309 yards
and 1 touchdown, 121 tackles, 16 assists, 2
fumble recoveries, and 2 interceptions during
his senior year, which earned him the PostDispatch defensive player of the year, first
team all-metro, and second team all-state.
“(He was) very intelligent on the football field, very smart. (He) read his keys
well, flew around, had the speed to run with
people and had the toughness that you want
in a defensive player,” said Kornfeld.
“When he was a senior, he had to lead
the defense. The defense played extremely
well with his leadership. All in all, he would
just make players around him better, and
that’s just something he had a gift for. We
haven’t seen a whole lot of players like that,”
Tychonievich explained.
Just as Sinclair inspired better play from
his teammates, he had a knack for making
the people around him better people.
“(Sinclair and his older brother David)
would come over to my house when they
were in second and third grade,” Wehner
recollected.“(Matt’s) always been a defender
of the weak people. When Mr. Clark says
he’s a defender of the geek and the nerds, it
would be exactly like that (with Matt).
“One of my favorite memories of him
was, there was a group of Rogers Middle
School students, that’s right down from St.
Dominic’s in Affton. They were like seventh
and eighth graders, and they were picking
on a bunch of fourth graders at St. Dominic.
I looked up behind my back yard, there’s a
great big field, and there’s Matt Sinclair and
his brother David Sinclair. They (were) taking
on half of Rogers Middle School,” Wehner
fondly remembered. “He’s really a character.
He’s got a lot of character, but he’s
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a character. I mean, I always worry about him.
I worry about him,” Wehner laughed.
Sinclair also developed a pretty deep
relationship with Dean of Students, Eric
Clark during his time at SLUH.
“I treat the students like roly-poly bugs.
Students will go from point A to point Z.
Some roly-poly bugs will go to the right,
to the left, go in circles, but if you put a
block up, they will go straight. You can
guide the students,” Clark explained. He
continued, “Matt was a roly-poly bug
that didn’t follow the straight path, and I
enjoyed that. I really enjoy the students
who are going to struggle academically
or with discipline because I feel that I
can mold (them) more … He was a big
teddy bear. We had our moments, but
he knows it was out of love.”
Sinclair’s friendship with Clark
developed out of their similarities.
“He has a big heart. He is just like
me, a defender of the nerds, the geeks.
He always defended the underdogs,”
Clark said. “He was not a ‘jock.’ He was
an all-around student,” Clark finished.
Even now, Sinclair still has a good
relationship with Clark. “Now that he’s
out of school, he still calls me when he
needs a little guidance,” Clark said.
Wehner also commented on
Sinclair’s character, “He’s a very kind
individual. It’s very genuine. He’s always been a very, very good player, but I
think he wants to be known as a good person
more so than a good football player.”
After putting together such outstanding
junior and senior seasons at SLUH, Sinclair
began the recruiting process with the help of
Kornfeld.
“(Sinclair) was a very highly recruited
athlete coming out of St. Louis U. High. One
of the things that made him so attractive to
a lot of schools was not only his athletic
prowess, but because of his academics. I
know his SAT and ACT scores were very
high,” commented Wehner.
“Recruiting can be a unique situation.
The biggest thing I told him was, ‘You know
Matt, you will know where you feel comfortable. You will have the feel when you get
on campus and talk to the players and get
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to know the coaches.’ That’s my job,” said
Kornfeld.
Sinclair grew up an Ohio State fan, and
he was recruited by the Buckeyes as well as
Michigan, Illinois, and UCLA. In the end, he
wound up in Champaign with the Fighting
Illini where Mark Kornfeld had gone to play
football just the year before.

Sinclair poses in his Illini jersey in the picture that
hangs across from the coaches’ locker room.

“Coach Kornfeld really opened up my
eyes with the whole recruiting process,”
Sinclair said. “He didn’t force Illinois even
though Mark was going there, although he
later admitted he wanted me to go to Illinois
so he could watch me.”
Sinclair visited Illinois his junior year
and went to a basketball game. He admitted
that he “didn’t get a good feel.” However,
one of the football coaches, Greg McMahon,
was very perseverant.
“(McMahon) didn’t just talk about football. He talked about life and relationships.
It kind of reminded me of SLUH,” Sinclair
said. So after a few more visits, Sinclair
decided that Illinois was the right place for
him.
“I chose it on the guys there, not (their)
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football reputation. But we won the Big 10
Championship the first year I was there. It
ended up being the right choice,” he said.
“Staying close to home I think was
important for Matt so his mom could come
see him play,” said Kornfeld.
Sinclair put together a very productive
career at the University of Illinois. He played
a total of 45 games and documented154
solo tackles and 135 assisted tackles for
a total of 289 tackles with 9 sacks.
Sinclair’s junior year was his best
as far as stats are concerned. He played
12 games, had 61 solo tackles and 68
assisted for a total of 129 with 4 sacks
which earned him a spot on the Honorable Mention All-Big Ten team.
While at Illinois, Sinclair by no
means forgot SLUH.
“He loves St. Louis U. High. He
would do anything for St. Louis U.
High,” Wehner said.
Wehner occasionally made the
trip with his sons to Champaign to
see Sinclair play. After the games,
Wehner remembered that Sinclair and
Kornfeld often stopped by to talk, and
they usually gave their wristbands and
gloves to Wehner’s sons.
Wehner remembered a special trip
to Champaign last spring. “We were
there last year for his last football game
as a senior at University of Illinois,
and we were down where they come
in at the end of the game. He saw me
in the stands, he came up in the stands and
he gave me a big hug, and that was…Matt
coming up to the stands, I mean opening
the door to the stands, walking up about 18
rows and giving me a big hug, um…wow. I
just teared up. That was a teacher highlight
in my career.”
“My experience at SLUH will go down
as my favorite football experience,” Sinclair
said, “To me, it’s the purest form of football.
You’re playing with friends; there’s a lot more
loyalty, and it’s not money driven. I’ll never
forget walking down Berthold and running
out into SLUH stadium,” he finished.
“I hope to get picked up by (another
NFL) team, but if not, then I’ll see you guys
on October 14 for the CBC game,” Sinclair
laughed.
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“I don’t know anybody”: four
New Orleans students land in St. Louis
September 9, 2005

Seth Clampett
Features Editor

Your city is flooded. Katrina might have destroyed your house. The
school you have attended for several years is temporarily closed.
You are missing many of your possessions, and you have only the
few things you grabbed before you evacuated. You now live in a
completely different city, stay in a different house, and attend a
different school away from your friends from home.
Karl Feigley, Jon Picou, Kyle Lutkewitte, and Anthony Mantese
all lived in the New Orleans area and attended Jesuit High School
there. Picou, Letkewitte, and Mantese lived in an area called Mettairie, a section about three miles from the downtown area. Feigley
lived in an area called the West Bank.
Before the hurricane, the four students each led what they called
normal lives. Letkewitte worked during the summer filing and working with computers at an office of one of his father’s clients; he also
ran cross country at Jesuit. Feigley, an incoming senior, played rugby,
helped with the yearbook, and was starting to get involved with the
German Club at school. Outside of school, he worked as a lifeguard,
helped with computer repairs, and spent time with friends. Picou
played tennis with his friends in a nearby park and had a part-time
job at moving boxes and files in his father’s office. A sophomore,
Mantese participated in the Ping-Pong club, art club, and a charity
organization known as the Columbian Squires.
Their seemingly normal lives would be interrupted on Sunday,
Aug. 28, however, when Hurricane Katrina, a category four hurricane, bore down upon the New Orleans area. Parts of New Orleans
sit below sea level; these parts are protected by a system of levees
surrounding Lake Pontchartrain and the Mississippi River. However,
the levees were only expected to hold against storms weaker than
a category three hurricane. This led New Orleans’ mayor C. Ray
Nagin to order a mandatory evacuation of the city.
Facing the hurricane and the mandatory evacuation, Letkewitte’s
family drove to Baton Rouge the day before forecasters predicted
Katrina’s landfall. Letkewitte only expected to stay in Baton Rouge
for a few days, so he took “three tee-shirts and my toothbrush, and
of course my dog.”
Feigley’s family ended up driving north, instead of northwest,
to escape the storm. Feigley said, “We took both cars to Louisville,
Mississippi. It’s a little boonie town. It was on the way, I guess, for
going to St. Louis. We were on the verge of losing power multiple
times. We actually evacuated into the path of the hurricane.”
Feigley took a few more things than Letkewitte: his laptop and
“my entire wardrobe, and that’s it.”
Picou’s family ended up driving the furthest of the evacuees.
Picou said, “Actually, my parents brought my sister up to Washington
U. that week before. My dad came back Saturday night, and we left
Sunday morning at three in the morning. We drove all the way up
here Monday.”
Picou, like Letkewitte, did not expect to be away from New
Orleans for very long. Picou said, “I only thought we’d be here
for a week. But then once the levees broke, they told us to be here

for the whole semester. So I just took two collared shirts, a pair of
pants, two pairs of shorts, and some shoes. We put our dog in the
back seat of the car.”
Mantese’s family had been separated during the days before
the storm. His father had taken his brother to Fordham University
in New York, leaving Mantese’s mother, sister, and himself alone in
New Orleans. Mantese said, “We were actually planning on staying.
My mom was actually going to wait it out, but she kept calling my
dad and asking for advice, and in the end, she was just going to go
with the flow. In the morning on Saturday, we got a call from one
of her best friend’s husbands, and he told her that she needed to get
out as quickly as possible. So we packed up quick, got my dog out,
and left that Saturday.”
Mantese and his family traveled to Memphis, stayed a night
in a hotel there, and continued on to St. Louis the following day.
Mantese said, “My mom and dad are both from St. Louis, so we
have all of our family here. She wanted to make her way here.”
Jesuit High School is located near the center of the city, northwest of the Superdome, and was unfortunately located in an area
slightly below sea level, so it is now partially under water. A vast
majority of New Orleans was also submerged after the levees failed.
The Mettairie area, where three of the students lived, is, fortunately,
around sea level, so it has only been flooded with a few inches of
water.
Feigley and his parents are currently living with his aunt and
uncle in Chesterfield. Feigley said, “We’re actually looking for a
house here. My parents are looking at houses (because) there’s no
economy in New Orleans. No job security. It’s also my senior year
in high school, so there’s no reason to go back.”
Feigley, however, thinks that he would still like to go back to
New Orleans one day. Feigley added, “It’s a really nice city. I like
it. From what you see on TV… it’s nothing like that. We probably
have a high poverty rate, and a high crime rate, but you don’t really
notice it that much.”
Lutkewitte is living with his cousin and her family. His parents
and the rest of his family are still in Baton Rouge. Picou and his
parents are together and living with his grandparents in Ladue.
Lutkewitte left most of his things at his home in Mettairie, so he
had to buy a new wardrobe, set of school supplies, and other basic
necessities. Letkewitte said, “I had to get lots of (new) stuff. Supposedly they have like discounts on stuff if you show your drivers
license, but not here.”
Picou also didn’t take many things with him, because he also
expected to be able to return to the New Orleans area. Picou said,
“It’s pretty annoying because all my books got flooded because my
locker was on the ground floor. We’ve got to get new books for this
school, and notebooks, which weren’t bad because they are pretty
cheap.”
Mantese left many things in New Orleans, only taking a couple
of pairs of clothes, a book, and a few of his school books. Mantese
said, “I didn’t really think it was going to be this bad. I thought
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are nice, but, coming into your senior year everyone knows each
(from 9)
we were going to be out of the city for a couple days, maybe a other. Everyone’s got their little cliques. It’s pretty hard to make
friends.”
week.”
Letkewitte summed up his thoughts, saying, “(It’s) kind of
Mantese has “been very fortunate. We had a lot of our friends
and a lot of friends of the family have given donations. We’ve had different. Unexpected, but there’s not like anything I can do about
gift certificates for almost $200 to different stores. We’ve just been it.”
New Orleans is currently draining the toxic waters from inside
going around taking advantage of those. We bought clothes for my
sister and me and different things for around the house. My sis has the streets and beginning the process of cleaning up. Jesuit High
gotten over $600 in gift certificates from (Cor Jesu). They got her School hopes to have renovations done and electricity running to
a backpack with all the supplies she woud need. They got us a cell start school again in January. Regardless of whether or not the school
phone with 700 minutes since they know the 504 area code is down. is ready to go by January, all of its students will have faced a difWe’ve been using that to help communicate. It’s been really good ficult first semester full of anxiety and new beginnings. However,
the four students at SLUH try to remain positive about their city’s
for us.”
fate and their own experiences.
Mantese said of the generosity, “I really
“I really think (the generosity
Lutkewitte, however, remembers New
think it’s overwhelming. I sometimes feel guilty
taking it, because we’re not even as worse off is) overwhelming. I sometimes Orleans and wonders about what will happen
as some people are. I know some people have
feel guilty taking it, because to his city. Letkewitte retold a story from his
journey to St. Louis: “I was sitting next to this
lost everything. We at least have a family that
could take us in and help us in going through we’re not even as worse off as stupid person, who’d never been on a plane
some people are. I know some before, in Baton Rouge. He doesn’t understand
all of this. Everybody’s been so nice.”
Jesuit High School’s students have moved to people have lost everything. We why they should rebuild New Orleans because,
many different locations ranging from Houston,
at least have a family that could ‘Wouldn’t it cost a lot of money to pour all the
concrete to make it above sea-level when they
where many of the students are living, to as far
away as New York. Jesuit High School created take us in and help us in going rebuild it?’ They’re gonna (rebuild it). They’re
not just going to abandon (the city).”
a temporary webpage for their students and through all of this.”
Picou thought about what the experifaculty to post information about their locations 		
—Anthony Mantese
ence would be like returning to New Orleans,
and their new schools.
Feigley has contacted his friends “a little bit more, (but) I haven’t Picou said, “I think it’s going to be a lot different when we go back
because lots of people who left aren’t going to come back. Most of
talked to my best friend in a week.”
Picou has also received information about his friends. Picou them won’t come back because Houston is a lot better, Dallas is a
has had difficulties because he is unable to call them. Picou said, “I lot better, and most of the people probably can’t afford to get their
haven’t called them up because they’re all out of town right now, houses back built. Some people are going to come back I know. It’s
and cell phones don’t work right now. Most of them went over to going to be completely different there. The same businesses and
restaurants aren’t going to be there. All the big stuff is still going
Houston, (to the) Jesuit school over there.”
The four students then had to face the added challenge of to be there though.”
Picou did find something beneficial from this experience: “It’s
enrolling and learning at a completely new school, away from the
helping me learn to get along with more people when I have to.
friends, teachers, and traditions they have known.
Initially, Lutkewitte was surprised by some of the differences Being able to go out of my way to meet new people because I have
he found at SLUH, especially the dress code. Letkewitte said, “Y’all to, and I like to get along with everybody, and just make the rest of
don’t really have uniforms. Your dress code is very lax compared the year good for me.”
Mantese concluded, “When I talk to my dad, he thinks the city
to ours. The hair is longer. People have earrings.”
Picou said, “Everybody’s been very nice here. Students and is dead, so we may not even be going back, and I could just be goteachers. The second day was a lot easier than the first day because ing through the rest of my high school education here at St. Louis
the first day I really didn’t know that many people and people just University High. My mom has e-mailed the president of (Jesuit), Fr.
figured I was somebody who was another student here all along but McGinn, he has responded with an e-mail saying that they might be
they just didn’t know him. Everybody’s been really nice to me. I’ve opening up again in January, but it would only be at a warehouse in
seen a couple of other guys who left from New Orleans now, and the area. It would be very primitive, and we don’t even know how
they’re really nice too. Everybody, even the teachers, have gone out many people would be going back. (Going back) would be ok. I
would be fine either way, staying here for the rest of the year or goof their way to help.”
Picou added, “It’s very hard. I kind of knew everything and ing back at semester. (My friends) don’t think they would be going
knew everybody at my old school, at least the people in my grade. back this year, and if they opened up in a warehouse, I wouldn’t be
Just going to a new school … I don’t know anybody. I’ve had to that attracted to going back. I’d probably rather want to stay here
with my family.”
meet new people and try to be more outgoing with everybody.”
Lutkewitte added, “Losing everything and having to rebuild
Feigley has struggled in getting to know people. He described
his friendships here as “Non-existent, I guess. I mean, people from scratch. That’s probable going to be a big change in life.”
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A final four: new teachers for ’05-’06
Simonie Bieber, fine arts

Jake Kessler, Tony Meyer
Reporters

talent (at SLUH),” said Bieber.
Bieber also has several ties to SLUH,
lthough dance teacher Janet Strzelec in addition to her performances. She learned
may be a tough act to follow, Simo- of the available teaching position from her
nie Bieber seems to be up to the challenge friend Nikki, the daughter of librarian Sharon
as she joins the faculty as SLUH’s new Zilske. Bieber’s brother Brandon is a recent
SLUH graduate from the Class
dance instructor.
of 2003. Bieber will join former
Bieber is a Saint Louis
acquaintances Joe Schulte, Kathy
native who attended NerYarman-Whitaker, and Doc Koestinx Hall and performed in
ner in the fine arts department.
several SLUH productions
Currently, Bieber is helping with
before leaving for Truman
the fall production of “Imports: an
State University. While
evening of one acts.” She will also
in college, she studied
choreograph the spring musical and
Business Administration
the ever-popular Senior Follies.
and Marketing, but found
In addition to teaching at SLUH,
her calling while teaching
Simonie Bieber.
Bieber will also continue to teach
night dance classes.
Bieber is experienced, having taught dance at Renee Johnson’s Dance Studio in
dance for seven years. She will teach two Ellisville and Stages Performing Arts Acsections of dance 100, one section of dance adamy in Kirkwood. “I had high expections
200, and one section of after school dance. (of SLUH students) that have been met,”
“I’m impressed by the level of dance concluded Bieber.

A
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Joe Porter, social
studies, ASC

Drew Burkemper
Reporter

T

his year, St. Louis U. High welcomes
a new face to the social studies department, Joe Porter, one of three Alum
Service Corps (ASC) teachers for the ‘05’06 school year.
Porter grew up in St. Charles and attended St. Elizabeth Ann Seton
grade school. From
there he went to
DeSmet, where he
graduated in 2001
before attending St.
Louis University.
He graduated last
Joe Porter.
spring with a degree in Education and a Missouri teaching
certification in History.
Porter chose a year of service instead of
a job at another school because “I felt like
I owed something to the Jesuits after the
education that they had given me.” Porter
added that he wanted to be in a place where
photo by kyle kloster
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Mike Herman, social
studies, ASC

Drew Deubner
Reporter

D

espite the mostly unwelcome return
to books and homework, the beginning of the school year can be an exciting
time, especially for freshmen, who come
into SLUH with big ideas and a sense of
innocent learning. This is much the same
with the Alum Service Corps (ASC), a
group of recent college graduates who donate their first post-collegiate year to Jesuit
higher education.
        O n e
of these
teachers
here at
SLUH is
Mike HerMike Herman.
man. He
hails from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and is a
graduate of Catholic Memorial High School
and St. Louis University, where he received a
degree in Psychobiology. “I definitely don’t
want to be stuck on the research side of the
photo by kyle kloster
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Tom Broekelmann,
English, ASC

Sam Stragand
Reporter

T

om Broekelmann, ’01, has returned to
St. Louis U. High this year to teach
English as part of the Alum Service Corps
(ASC). Broekelmann will teach two sections of junior English this year before
searching for a full-time position as a high
school English teacher; he will also help
with the Prep News.
While attending St. Louis University,
Broekelmann studied a broad range of literature before graduating with a degree in
English and Education. He finds reading
and writing “inseparable,” as writing is a
significant result of reading.
Broekelmann has been involved with
SLUH for the past three years, serving as
a racquetball coach. In 2002 and 2003 he
worked as
an assistant
coach to the
JV squads
and last year
he became
head coach
of one JV
Tom Broekelmann, ’01
team; Broekelmann will continue to coach
racquetball this year.
Broekelmann will also supervise the
Loyola Academy CSP site.
As a self-proclaimed “dork” in highschool who focused more on his academics
than extracurricular activities, Broecklmann
never became involved in CSP during his high
school years. In college, however, Broekelmann participated in two service trips to the
Appalachian section of Kentucky, where he
built and repaired housing structures and
shelters. While he only worked for a week
each trip, he felt that he got to know his fellow
volunteers very well. He also experienced
the satisfaction that comes with knowing
that you have helped the world.
He will certainly use this experience at
his new service project in the ASC and at
Loyola Academy.
Having had great experiences at Jesuit institutions in high school and college,
Broekelmann hopes to teach at a Jesuit high
school full-time after his stint in the ASC.
photo by kyle kloster
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spot of Tommy Meyer at sweeper, clocked in
a solid performance. Flanked by sophomore
Quinn Ottwell and DeBaun, the defense made
several solid stops and posted a shutout, aided
by a few saves from Steitz.
Back within Missouri state jurisdiction,
the AnticipatingANewStadiumbills played
their annual game against the Jeff City Jays,
this year in St. Louis. The Jays came out
looking for nothing more than a tie. Playing
with a 4-4-2 formation, Jeff City had all 11
players inside the box on any corner kick or
Irvin throw-in.
The first half progressed slowly, with
repeated SLUH attacks and possession but
little opportunity for a goal. Their best chance
came on a cross from Leinauer to Carretero
waiting at the back post. Carretero volleyed
the ball straight out of the air but right into
the waiting goalie. The Jeff City goalie would
be the story of the game, repeatedly saving
Jr. Bill shots and seizing any loose ball in
the air.
The second half would see more of the
same. Scoreless, the game proceeded into
overtime, and then double overtime. During
both overtime periods the Jr. Bills repeatedly
placed pressure on the Jays in the box from
both corner kicks and Irvin’s throw-ins, but
the goalie turned out to be a human vacuum.
Unable to taste the back of the net, the Jr.
Bills settled rather reluctantly to a 0-0 draw
against the visitors.
The Jr. Bills faced their first tough
competition on Tuesday afternoon against
the DeSmet Spartans, ranked No. 3 in the
area, only two spots ahead of the Jr. Bills.
Both teams thirsted for the crucial points in
the first game of the always difficult CBC
Tournament, which is loaded with talent this
year as all four teams (SLUH, DeSmet, CBC,
and Vianney) are ranked in the top ten.
Despite hoping to start off quickly, both
teams trudged up and down the field in what
would turn out to be a very sluggish and
sloppy ten minutes.
The Spartans relied on sophomore Will
Bruin, the leading scorer in the MCC last
year, for all their offense.
Although providing numerous scoring chances, SLUH went down 1-0 after a
deflected cross from the corner trickled past
Steitz into the goal.

Sports
The luck suddenly turned for the Jr. Bills
when a play eerily similar to Schranck’s goal
at Gibault evened the score 1-1. Andy Weis
streaked from the side to reach the unsuspecting goalie just moments before the ball
arrived, chipping the ball over his head and
into the untended net.
With 9:11 left in the first half, a DeSmet
penalty kick threatened to deflate the Jr. Bills.
Keeper Steitz paced calmly over to the post
to get a drink then back to the center of the
goal line. Shifting his weight back and forth
on his toes with his arms ready at his sides, he
awaited the referee’s whistle. At the whistle,
he watched the kicker stride forward and
place his whole body into the ball. Lunging
to his left, Steitz dove nearly parallel to the
ground and extended his hands. Reaching
out with his left hand, he smacked the ball
away at the goal line. The SLUH bench and
fans erupted. The momentum was assuredly
in SLUH’s favor.
Only five minutes later, Steitz ended a
Bruin attack emphatically, coming off his
line to thwart the sharpshooter after Bruin
had run half the field with Hudson at his side.
Once again using his hand, Steitz corralled
the shot at head level and pounced on the
rebound.
Only four minutes into the second half,
the pesky Bruin once again wreaked havoc
on the SLUH defense; later, a head ball
off a corner by the tall Bruin banged off
the crossbar, hit Steitz’s legs as he turned
around to recover, and rolled into the goal.
The demoralized Jr. Bills found themselves
suddenly down 3-1 against a team they had
thought they could defeat.
The seemingly dead Jr. Bills miraculously defibrillated with only twenty minutes
remaining. Weis played an absolutely stellar
ball to Schranck streaking down the side
line. Schranck reined the ball in and turned
quickly, beating his defender. Schranck
smoothly tapped the ball right to Irvin’s wide
open foot at the corner of the box. Irvin took
one touch towards the middle and rocketed
the ball off of the near post and into the
net.
SLUH really turned up the burners on
the Spartan defense, requiring all their men
back except for Bruin to clog up the SLUH
attack. The LookMaNoHandsbills shot five
shots off the post or defenders on the goal
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line during the next ten minutes, including
one chance that hit the same defender twice
on consecutive shots, barely saving sure
goals.
Finally with 6:38 left, Schranck crossed
the ball into the crowded box. Pinching
up from defense, Ottwell leaped upwards
knocking it from the grasp of the goalie with
a head ball. The ball landed squarely in front
of Odem, who tapped it in from six yards out
to tie the score at 3-3.
Bruin had a chance to dash SLUH’s
hopes on an absolute rip that sailed just over
the crossbar with under 3 minutes left.
“Anytime Bruin’s out there, you should
be nervous. I thought Ricky (Hudson) did a
really great job. He marked him tight and
stayed with him,” said Martel.
Less than 30 seconds after Bruin’s
chance, junior Rusty Brooks won a 50-50
ball near midfield. The crowd rose and held
their breath as Brooks raced all alone at
the Spartan goalie. When the goalie rushed
out to cut off Brooks’ angle, Brooks made
his move. In one swift kick, he fooled the
Spartan goalie and chipped the ball just over
his head. Staring back into his net, the goalie
watched the ball fall neatly on the end line
and bounce into goal. The fans exploded as
SLUH completed their comeback victory.
The Spartans refused to give up and with
only 1:30 left, a collision between SLUH
defenders left DeSmet with an open shot
that was blasted off the post. Steitz would
secure the ball for the final seconds and kick
it well away to put the last touches on their
astonishing victory.
“I was looking for some way to get mad
at you guys, but you saved me,” chuckled
Martel after the game.
Martel was very impressed with the
new squad, even receiving compliments
from other coaches. “Dan Donigan, the SLU
coach, told me after the game that we actually
looked really good. He said he could tell we
had a system, and everyone looked really
balanced on the field,” commented Martel.
The Jr. Bills play perhaps the biggest
game of the regular season against the loaded
CBC Cadets Saturday at 7 p.m. “I think it’s
mostly mental. It’s going out there and knowing that we’re just as good as them … We’ll
be two teams on the same field,” commented
Irvin.
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New department chairs begin three year
stint in math, theology, and fine arts
Jack Dryden
Reporter

yearbook

structed a survey for each department to find
out who that particular department was most
comfortable with. She also interviewed each
department to find out who had the “leadership skills” to run the department.
As all three chairs explained, the duties
of a department leader are to attend the Instructional Council twice a week, to report the
views of the department, deal with problems
or concerns over curriculum, and most of all,
serve the department as best they can.

Since all of the new chairs are serving
their first term, they are still “discovering
duties” as Yarman-Whitaker said. Chair duties differ between departments because of
their individual needs. Yarman-Whitaker’s
duties involve constantly moving around
because the department is not all located in
the same office. Providing coffee and donuts
are some of the duties Elliott performs as
Math Chair. Linhares’ job involves a lot of
office management and curriculum design.

(from 1)
the books, but he presently estimates that
sophomores, juniors, and seniors will have
the 2005 Dauphin before the end of the first
semester.
Being responsible for the 2004 yearbook
coming out over a year late raises questions as
to what happened and why, and Rittenhouse
has admitted that the crux of the problem was
due to him and his lack of time commitment.
However, Rittenhouse hasn’t felt pressured
by his colleagues to get the book out.
Rittenhouse said, “The school has been
tremendous in its support and understanding.
I went from not having a lot on my plate to
having a lot on my plate. The school has been
fantastic in recognizing that (and by) making
resources available to me to deal with that.
Have I felt pressure? Not from people, from
me. Any pressure I’ve felt has been internal
and not necessarily external.”
When Rittenhouse completes the 2004
and 2005 books, he will pass the torch to art
teacher John Mueller and French teacher Dick
Keefe, who will moderate the 2006 Dauphin
edition.
Over the summer, 11 students attended
a three-day workshop at DeSmet Jesuit High
School. Over these three days the staff took
care of nearly all of the book’s designing
phase, working on elements such as the
theme, layout ladder, and design.
Senior Nick Jacobs, who attended the
workshop, said, “I think we’re definitely on
our way. We’ve got our ideas and I think that
the hardest part was getting (the) theme, page
layouts, and the inside and backside covers
(done). … We have almost all of our ideas
(and) our staff ready to go.”

Although he wants it to remain a secret,
Jacobs did speak briefly of the book’s theme.
The theme, according to Jacobs, “won’t
be as traditional, (but) will be very true to
SLUH. If you’re not familiar with the SLUH
atmosphere you might not get the theme, but
if you go to SLUH you’ll get the theme.”
Differing from years past, this year’s
yearbook staff will be worried less about
taking the pictures and more about the actual
design and layout of the book. Assisting the
yearbook in gathering pictures will be the
SLUH Photography Club. The rookie club is
moderated by theology teacher Matt Sciuto,
who, for the past couple years, has helped the
yearbook by taking many pictures at various
SLUH events.
Last year Sciuto began to wonder, “Are
we are using our resources effectively?” He
thought that in creating the Photography Club
he would not only attract more students to the
actual photography aspect of the yearbook,
but also create a pool to be used by multiple
organizations such as yearbook, Prep News,
STUCO, and third floor personnel. This way,
Sciuto envisioned pictures being accessible via a folder from the SLUH network
server.
Photography Club member senior Tim
Seltzer explained that “you don’t have to use
SLUH’s cameras. You can use (your) own
digital camera.” This provides the possibility for the club to receive more photos by
allowing students to bring in pictures that
they have done on their own without SLUH
equipment.
Last year, moderators Mueller and Keefe
approached Principal Mary Schenkenberg
to request that students be enrolled in the

DeSmet yearbook workshop. Schenkenberg
obliged, saying, “I think anytime you get
students properly trained and on board, it
gives them the ability to do the work that
needs to be done.”
Both Mueller and Jacobs agreed that
SLUH has shown their commitment to the
yearbook by paying the tuition for the workshop. Said Mueller, “We feel we needed to
invest in it, so the kids knew what they were
doing to get them going and motivated.”
Although the administration may have
shown their interest, many wonder if the
yearbook’s recent struggle has been linked
to lack of student interest and involvement.
However, this year, with eleven students
sacrificing valuable time during the summer
for the workshop and about 40 signing up at
last week’s activities fair, the 2006 Dauphin
yearbook shows great promise.

W

hen the new school year began, three
teachers began their three-year terms
as department chairs. In math, theology
and fine arts, past chairs passed the torch to
their successors, Kathryn Yarman-Whitaker (fine arts), Jean Elliott (mathematics)
and James Linhares (theology).
Principal Mary Schenkenberg con-

The annual ACES car wash will be
held Saturday, Sept. 10 at SLUH. It
will be held from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
All Jr. Bills are encouraged to come
and have their cars washed. All proceeds go to the Christopher Cahill
Scholarship Fund.

The Wellness Club will present
“Monty Python and the Holy Grail” on
the Upper Field next Friday, Sept. 9th
immediately after the Althoff football
game. The movie will be projected
onto the “Wall-A-Rama” on the building. Admission is free. Soda will be
$.25 and popcorn will be $.50, with
pizza ordered during intermission.

BRING YOUR OWN BLANKET!
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New Orleans
(from 1)
that many students will attend. As of Thursday afternoon, only one other family had
contacted SLUH about their son enrolling,
but Assistant Principal for Academics Mark
Michalski does not believe that student will
attend. The family considered relocating to
St. Louis or Houston, depending on where
the parents’ jobs moved. Because Michalski
has not heard back from the family recently,
he assumes they have decided on Houston.
Principal Mary Schenkenberg said, “Of
course, we would talk to families other than
Jesuit New Orleans families (about attending) but we haven’t had any of those people
contact us.”
SLUH has covered tuition and book
costs for the four students, encouraging their
families to donate any money they would give
to SLUH to Jesuit high school. The students
are staying with family (see page 9 for more
information).
About the off chance of receiving more
students, Michalski said, ”We certainly could
see more students, but I’m doubting that we’ll
see many more. It will primarily be students,
I would think, from Jesuit New Orleans who
would contact us. And my thought is that most
of them have probably landed somewhere
at this point. And I think, just being deep
south, they are probably more likely to end
up at Strake in Houtston, at Jesuit-Dallas,
or Jesuit-Tampa, in those areas, unless they
have a family connection here. And if they
have that family connection, they’re probably already here, and we probably already
would have heard from them.”
SLUH has also begun to reach out to
hurricane victims in other, smaller ways.
Pastoral Director Tim Chik has already
scheduled an optional Mass next Thursday
during Activity Period to pray for the victims
of Hurricane Katrina.
In addition, Chik said, “People have
been working on putting together a little
place of remembrance, a little picture and
some candles in the chapel and people can
go there and remember (the victims).”
The Campus Ministry office has begun
a project on their bulletin board to make a
more personal connection with the students
at Jesuit High School. Theology teacher Matt
Stewart initially received a Jesuit High school
T-shirt from President David Laughlin. “Mr.
Laughlin gave me a T-shirt from (Jesuit High

News
school), and so I put it up on the bulletin
board, thinking it’d be a good idea. Then
we decided as a pastoral team with (Community Service Program Director Colleen)
Rockers, (History teacher Jeff) Harrison,
S.J., Mr. Chik and myself, that something
else we could do would be we could put all
the names of the kids that go to Jesuit High
on the bulletin board just as a reminder for
all of us that these are Jesuit school students
just like we are, just to make (the connection)
more personal than just hearing numbers or
dollar amounts.”
Chik hopes that the Jesuit High students
at SLUH will then highlight their names and
the names of their close friends, to make
the connection with the students even more
personal.
STUCO has also already begun raising
money for the victims. Starting on Wednesday, STUCO began selling “SLUH Strong”
bracelets, Mardi Gras beads, and old SLUH
soccer jerseys, with all proceeds going to
charity.
According to Secretery/Treasurer Nick
Arb, STUCO also hopes to make their fall
charity drive on to relieve victims of Katrina.
Arb said, “There’s a lot of places that need
assistance in the St. Louis area so we’d like
to give it to (victims that have relocated to)
St. Louis if we can. But if not, there’s the
Red Cross and all those big organizations
that would help the larger effort (of hurricane
relief).”
STUCO has also begun talks with Nerinx
Hall to produce a T-shirt that would be sold
in both schools with proceeds going to hurricane relief efforts. If possible, Arb said, he
hopes even more area high schools will get
involved in the T-shirt.
“Actually, we’re not able to do as much
for (the victims) as everybody wants to.
There’s great sentiment behind reaching
out and doing what we can to help. The
problem isn’t that they’re asking too much,
it’s that we can’t do enough for them,” said
Schenkenberg.
Finally, SLUH has also accommodated
four students who previously attended college at Loyola University-New Orleans.
Richard Spicer, ’02, recently contacted
Fine Arts teacher Joe Koestner about living
accommodations after he and a few of his
friends decided to transfer to St. Louis University. Koestner, among others, housed them
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for some time this past week before asking
Director of Facilities Patrick Zarrick if any
of SLUH’s houses east of the campus were
vacant.
“Fortunately, we (had a vacancy). We
were in between tenants on one of the properties on Wise Ave.,” said Zarrick. “It doesn’t
have furniture, but it has ample space for
these young men.” Spicer and his friends
visited the property on Wednesday, and will
be moving in shortly.
Spicer hopes the SLUH community
can help him and his friends with furnishing
the home, especially bedroom furniture and
couches.

Herman
(from 11)
degree,” said Herman with a laugh. “I want
to be involved with people, whether it be
teaching or in Med School.” This led him
to use his degree to assist teaching here at
SLUH, with enough background to assist in
nearly any science course, along with Mr.
Kesterson’s Psychology class.
         “My experience here at SLUH is going well so far,” said Mr. Herman. “All
the Faculty and Staff have been very
supportive.” He is looking forward to an
exciting new experience in teaching and a
great school year.

SLUH Night At The
Ballpark
Tuesday, September 27
Cardinals vs. Astros
(fifth-last game at Busch Stadium)
Tickets: $10 each.
Because the Chorus will be singing during
the 7th inning stretch, SLUH has 300 available
tickets at a discounted price for the September
27th game against the Astros in section 360 (behind the visitor’s dugout, upper deck). All students/faculty/staff and their families/friends are
welcome. Simply come up to the Advancement
Office to buy the tickets. Cash or check (made
out to SLUH) is required at time of purchase.
Just see Mary Underwood, Connie Leinauer or
Joe Patke in the Advancement office between
8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. any school day. Come
enjoy one last evening at Busch alongside your
friends in the SLUH community.
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BACK TO THE USSR
(from 4)
helped their families with chores.
A few students even experienced the
unique tradition of the Russian banya, a
sauna-type room which is heated by a small,
iron, wood-burning stove. The Russians
put rocks on the top of the stove and pour
water on the scalding rocks to humidify
the room in addition to the great heat the
stove produces. The banya is reportedly
particularly nice during the frigid Russian
winters, when, after leaving the banya to
reenter the climate of negative temperatures and several feet of snow, the body
feels immune to the wintry chill. As it was,
the banya provided students with a great
cultural experience and a chance to get to
know their families better.
In another highlight of the trip, the
following Thursday saw the Russian students and a few Russian “ringers” match
foot-skills with the eleven American
fútbol players. After moving to a smaller,
sanded field because the students were
not supposed to be in the stadium near
the school, the Americans once again fell
behind, this time 4-1, but rallied behind
the superb goaltending of senior Justin
Vilbig to win 7-5. The game signaled the
second consecutive SLUH victory against
the Physical/Technical powerhouse.
While in St. Petersburg, in addition to
attending classes each day, the Miraclebills
visited St. Peter and Paul’s Fortress, the

Hermitage, the Russian Museum (an art
museum), Tsarskoe Syolo (Catherine’s Palace), the Artillery Museum, the Church of
Our Savior or Church of the Spilled Blood,
the Cathedral of Our Lady of Kazan, and the
PHOTO BY BOB O’CONNELL

Seniors Tim Huether and Justin Vilbig pose in
front of the St. Basil’s Cathedral in Red Square.

St. Petersburg World War II history museum.
Highlights included the mesmerizing Amber
Room in Catherine’s Palace and the breathtaking artwork, architecture, and allure of

PN Corner Kick
Stat ‘o the Week

This week’s stat of the week goes to senior soccer goalie David Steitz. Steitz earned 1
assist in the game against Gibault after his boot deflected off a defender and led to a goal
by Chris Schranck.

NightBeat

The Fifabills fell to Vianney 1-0 at the CBC Tournament last night. Despite electrifying
saves from Dave Steitz and a few great head ball shots from Quinn Ottwell and Chris
Haffner, all was for nought. Neither team played well, leading to a game of sluggish,
sloppy play. A hard shot from a streaking Griffin early in the second half deflected off
SLUH defender, Ottwell, and flew past the diving Steitz. The Jr. Bills failed to produce
any sustained pressure on the attack. The delaying tactics of the Griffins, taking up to 30
seconds to take a throw-in, took their toll. With both the Griffins and the clock working
against the Jr. Bills, they failed to produce a goal and lost 1-0.

the Russian Museum and Hermitage.
On the first of July, the Kremlinbills,
accompanied by Chura and history teacher
Bob O’Connell, took a night train to Moscow, spending the next two days in the city,
which is over 750 years old. On July 2, the
Revolutionbills toured the Kremlin, the
palace from which Russian leaders, stretching back to the czars and to Communist
leaders, including present day President
Vladimir Putin, have governed. Students
then received a tour of the city by van, and
ended the day with some free time.
That night presented the first, albeit
minor, complications of the trip. First, a
small fire in a swimming pool on the twelfth
floor of the hotel postponed students’ entry
into their hotel rooms, which were on the
eighth floor, until around 10 p.m. The fire
also caused the lights on one side of the
hotel to go out, so about half of the students’
rooms lost power. The Perestroikabills made
do and gathered in the rooms with power,
hanging out, playing cards, and watching
Russian television.
The next day, following breakfast in
the hotel restaurant, the group paid their
respects to Vladimir Lenin’s preserved body
in Red Square, and spent the rest of the day
bargaining down the price on anything from
gas masks to propaganda posters in a retail
area. That night, the Churabills traveled by
night train back to St. Petersburg.
On their last day in St. Petersburg, July
4, students spent time with families and
each other, and bid goodbye to the home of
their second language. The flight departed
the next day at 3 p.m. St. Petersburg time,
with students arriving home at around 9 p.m,
following the exhausting journey.
Chura said, “I thought (the trip counting
for credit) went real well. I think (the students)
were aware that there was an expectation,
and so I think that the level of effort was
really good. I think that everybody got the
most out of the three classes they took each
day because there was an expectation there.”
Chura said he intends the course to count for
credit next summer as well.
Chura concluded, “It was a pretty typical
trip. I didn’t have any real big problems to
deal with, so a boring trip for me is a good
one, and everything went pretty much according to plan.”
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by Jim Santel

FRIDAY, SEPTMEBER 9

Schedule M
Formal Attire
Mass of The Holy Spirit, 9:45 am
Picture Day
Freshman Fun Day
Wellness Club Movie Night
V FB vs. Belleville Althoff, 7pm
JV SOC @ Vianney, 4pm
C SOC @ Edwardsville, 4:30pm
V/JV H2O Polo Patriot Classic @ Parkway South, Time TBA
Pizza

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10

V SOC @ CBC, 7pm
V/JV H20 Patriot Classic @ Parkway
South, Time TBA
V/JV/C XC @ McCluer North Invitational, 9am

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

Schedule R
Mid-Quarter Reports for Fr/So
Jesuit Education Tour with following in
Danis Lobby:
Creighton University
Fordham University
John Carroll University
Loyola University-Chicago

PORTER

(from 11)
he could “teach the Gospel, even through
history. I student-taught at Metro High, but
it was missing a faith aspect, and that is very
important to me.”
The transition from student-teacher to
having his own classroom has not been too
tough for Porter. “When I first came here I
was sort of worried because I was a DeSmet
guy, but the students and teachers have been
great. (Social studies department chair) Mrs.
Peggy Pride is even mentoring me.”
For this school year, Porter has three
main goals: “I want to teach the Gospel in
every lesson, to make history fun and exciting, and to help my students with note-taking
skills and research skills, which are very
important.”
When Porter is not engaging his freshman in the vast world of Global History I,
he can be found in the pool hall or assisting
with the cross country team.

F2Day

Calendar

Loyola University-New Orleans
Marquette University
Regis University
Rockhurst University
St. Louis University
St. Peter’s College
Spring Hill College
University of San Francisco
Xavier University
B/V SOC @ Ft. Zumwalt South, 4/6pm
C SOC @ Vianney, 4pm
V H20 Polo Varsity Conference Tournament
@ MICDS/ Rec Plex, Time TBA
Strudel Sticks, Pizza

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13

Schedule B1
Faculty Tech. Training
College Visit @ Junior/Senior Lunch:
Knox College
JV SOC vs. CBC, 4pm
V H20 Polo Varsity Conference Tournament @ MICDS/Rec Plex, Time TBA
Pizza and Taco Sticks, Meatball Sandwich

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14

Schedule B2
Faculty Tech. Training
JV SOC vs. Priory, 4:15pm
V H20 Polo Varsity Conference Tournament
Porter said about coaching, “I ran cross
country in high school and was president of
the track club in college, so I’m a runner,
and I want to promote a life-long love of
running.”
Porter joked, “I can take (varsity standout
Ben Murphy-Baum), as of right now,” but
quickly added, “but by the end of the year I
hope he slaughters me.”
Porter plans to be involved with the Big
Brothers CSP site this year.
In his scarce free time, Porter enjoys
playing the original Nintendo with fellow
ASC teacher Tom Broekelmann. Favorite
games include RBI Baseball, Ice Hockey,
and Donkey Kong. He also enjoys some light
reading, and spent most of the summer like
many SLUH students, reading Gates of Fire,
and thought that, “It was interesting.”
After the year is over, Porter aspires “to
get a job. Hopefully at a Jesuit school, but
at least at a Catholic one.”
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Sept. 9 - Sept. 16
@ MICDS/Rec Plex, Time TBA
C XC vs. DeSmet & CBC @ Forest Park,
4:30pm
Cheese Garlic Bread, Chicken Stuffing
Casserole

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 15

Schedule R
Freshman English Tutorial
College Visit: University of Evansville
JV FB @ Chaminade, 4:30pm
C FB vs. Chaminade, 4:30pm
V SOC vs. Francis Howell North, 6pm
V H20 Polo Varsity Conference Tournament @ MICDS/Rec Plex, Time TBA
Fiestada, Crispito Burrito

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16

Schedule R
Junior Class Liturgy
CSP Food Drive Ends
College Visits:
Connecticut College
George Washington University
Purdue University
V FB vs. Chaminade, 7pm
V H20 Polo Varsity Conference Tournament @ MICDS/Rec Plex, Time TBA
Bosco Sticks, Mostaccioli w/ Garlic
Bread

Techno

(from 2)
e-mail address mirrors his login account—
200XXXX@student.sluh.org—and uses the
same password as the login account. A mail
account provides its user with ten megabytes
of storage.
Student accounts in SLUH now have
a 750 megabyte storage limit, and Haefele
warned, “Students can download things, but
once you exceed (the limit) you can’t (save
more data on your account) anymore.”
All the new gadgets and upgrades
amounted to a total of $190,000, computer
teacher Rittenhouse approximated. Much of
that went to new hardware for classrooms,
all of which, according to Principal Mary
Schenkenberg, the faculty members at SLUH
requested as teaching aids. Schenkenberg
commended the fact that technology is appearing in classrooms by teacher request,
not by school requirement.
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arts as their profession, and also where our
current students are.”
The Circus Club will also perform as
well as a former student who is a circus
performer. Also on the bill are jazz musician Jim Byrnes, ‘66, and award-winning
filmmaker George Hickenlooper, ‘82.
At one point during the show, female
alumni who participated in SLUH productions during their time as high school students, will perform a dance number. Some
even graduated from school as far back as
the sixties.
The dialogue will be handled by Chris
Albers, ‘86, who writes for “The Late Show
with Conan O’Brien,” and the whole event
will be moderated by Joe Krebs, ‘61, who
anchors for NBC in Washington, and Kim
Hughes, an award-winning director and
creator/producer of new plays and musicals
from New York.
After the dedication, people will see the
new name of the theater emblazoned upon a
plaque outside the theater. In these words,
the community honors the current teachers,
Schulte, and all who have taught at SLUH,
through whom “The Tradition Goes On.”
Anyone who wishes to attend the dedication must make reservations through Mary
Underwood and the Development Office.
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